1987 monte carlo ss motor

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. For , all GM
intermediate cars were downsized. A 3-speed manual came standard, but V-8 and Landau
models came with the auto and the V-8 could be ordered with a 4-speed. For there were minor
trim changes and a change from the Buick to a cid Chevrolet V-6 as the base engine. Manual
transmissions had proven unpopular on the Monte Carlo and were discontinued after The turbo
was discontinued after , though, and new powerplants included a cid V-6 and an Oldsmobile
V-8, which were both diesels. For , a Super Sport package called the Z65 was introduced and
included a new front fascia, rear spoiler and the small-block V The Monte Carlo SS got a slight
bump in power, and came with Strato bucket seats and a center console. As for the rest of the
Monte Carlo range, the diesel engines were gone and the remaining engines got a slight bump
in power. Only were sold in order to homologate the body style for NASCAR, where the
elongated rear window had an aerodynamic advantage. The Aerocoupe proved to be a popular
choice in , however, as over 6, sold out of just over 39, total Monte Carlo SSs sold that year.
While Monte Carlos has been the body style to beat in NASCAR during much of the s, the
shorter third generation cars did not prove all that competitive. The Monte Carlo returned to
glory, however, with the introduction of the Aerocoupe. The last year for this generation Monte
Carlo was , and this would also be the last of the rear-wheel drive Monte Carlos. For many, the
move to a transversely mounted and front-drive with the fifth generation was effectively the
death of the model. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage
in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page
is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you
would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Model Overview Images
are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Make Chevrolet. Model
Monte Carlo. Car is unrestored and in near perfect original condition. Very rare black with tan
stripes and interior. Car is equipped with t-tops. Sorry for so few pictures but car is in winter
storage and I had these in my phone. Car runs and drives like new. Everything works including
air conditioning. I have the original window sticker and original bill of sale laminated. Also have
the original t-top bags. You will not be disappointed with anything about this car. Please call
Rich at with any questions. Thank you. Built Chevy Bored 30 Over less than 2k miles New 4
Barrel Carb Mild Cam Hooker Headers with Flowmaster Exhaust Fresh Rebuilt AutoMatic
Transmission New Wheels and Tires Power Steering Power Brakes White Exterior is in Excellent
Condition Interior is in Excellent Condition Personal Inspection Is Welcomed However, it is very
important to keep in mind that these vehicles are pre-owned, not brand new. After careful
reading of the entire description, rather than making a potentially incorrect assumption, if any
statement or comment is unclear, or if you have questions, please e-mail or call us prior to
bidding. Originality Disclaimer While we are happy to show our customers the casting numbers,
stamping on the motor and V. There is always the possibility of re-stamped motors , and as
technology advances there will be even more. Any representations made by us are "to the best
of knowledge. We CANNOT guarantee the originality of these vehicles , including but not limited
to : the engine , the transmission , "matching numbers" , color change , the frame , the
documentation , etc. The mileage is represented to be , "to the best of knowledge" , but not
guaranteed. Full payment must be received within 7 business days of the end of auction.
Payment must be either by cashiers-check, cash In-Person or certified funds. If funds are not
received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and will be made
available to other potential buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. Scott C's Guarantee We
have disclosed as much information as possible about this vehicle and aim to only carry quality
vehicles. However, we recommend that all buyers conduct an inspection either in person or
through a qualified professional third party inspector. Prior to delivery, if such inspection
reveals a substantial discrepancy between the information contained in the listing and the
actual vehicle, we will correct the problem at no charge or work out a compromise. Shipping We
value your business and want you to be completely satisfied with your Ebay buying experience,
from purchase to delivery. As a value added service we will assist with shipping arrangements
however, the buyer pays all shipping costs. We do not have any affiliation with, or interest in,
any transportation companies and all questions or concerns should be addressed directly with
them. Disclaimer All vehicles are sold As Is, with no warranties expressed or implied, by seller.
As with any used vehicle, minor signs of wear may become more obvious under close
inspection, such as small chips or nicks, light scratches or minor abrasions, wheel scuffs, and
other indications of normal wear and tear. We will not and cannot be held liable or responsible
for these issues. Non-paying bidders, unqualified bidding, bid shielding, auction interference or
any type of harassment, will be dealt with according to eBay Rules, local law, and may include,
but are not limited to, legal action and applicable fees, lose of deposit or any other necessary
costs. I love this car however the family is moving and we could use the money. Any reasonable

offer will not be refused. Well-kept located in southwest Fort Wayne. I have owned this car since
October Streetable and never driven in the winter. Engine and Tranny have 8, miles. Car sounds
awesome! I have been meticulous about the engine, tranny and rear diff. Very nice shape no
rust. Drives great. Runs great. Power Steering Power Brakes. Flow Master Exhaust. Nice Alpine
Radio. If your in a wheelchair I have hand controls for it. Up for sale, 2 owner car that has been
garage keeped all its life. This vehicle has never been driven in snow and is rust free. I
purchased this car from the original owner about two years ago. This car presents itself very
well for its age but is not perfect. If your looking for a show car, this is not it. I'm going to
describe this car as best as possible. First, the car does not retain its original paint. I was told
by the original owner when I purchased it. Gm dealer repainted the entire car under warranty.
Which was painted base coat clear. If anyone knows about paints, even factory paint back then
wasn't all that great anyway. If you want a show car then this car would need a new paint job.
That's my opinion, but like I say its shows very well. As you can tell, I'm not trying to make this
car out something that its not. You be the judge. Mechanically the car is like brand new and
needs nothing. Drives like new. It even still has the factory style tires on it. The other thing that
needs addressed, its needs the drivers side headrest repaired from the seatbelt rubbing on it.
Please view photo. And also needs a new headliner because its starting to fall down from heat,
as most of them do from heat and age. Other than that I have this priced very well for basically a
original and stock Monte. Any questions please ask. Thanks and happy bidding. This car has
been in the family since and has been garage kept or been in storage for most of it's life. It has a
newer paint job from , original interior and just about everything else has been replaced or
rebuilt. AC works. New interior, seat covers, carpet, headliner, upper door panels, and all door
seals. Body and paint are fair, driver quality. Has scratches, and door dings. Some paint on the
nose is chipped off where it meets the hood. Full set of Autometer gauges in the dash, all
work!!! I have the stock SS wheels restored that go with the car. Car put down hp to the wheels.
I have a dyno sheet, and lots of receipts. Please feel free to ask questions!!! Car is fast, handles
like a Camaro, and very comfortable!!! Only 2, original miles!! This is one nice car. Located in
Bowling Green, KY. Shows great! Power everything! Cash special. Power to spare! Very
powerful. Runs great and drives excellent. CD player Actual miles. Clean title. Hard-to-find
model! Custom wheels. Orginal paint and interior in mint condition. Upgraded to big block, 4
bolt main block. Champion 4 core radiator with dual fans. Car runs degrees in Florida. All
functional. This is a great cruise night car. Looks totally stock until you open the hood. This car
is very fun to drive. I am the second owner and have documentation on the miles. The car has
no rust anywhere and is very clean and orginal. I built the car to look like Chevy made the car
with the big block. If you want any more pictures or info call Howard Starting with the exterior
car was painted about a little over a year ago using nothing but House of Kolor candy brandy
wine. The Monte was stripped to bare metal which had no rust showing no where. Paint is
flawless and looks amazing in the sun. Interior is all original with no rips just normal wear from
sitting. Car has T-Tops which is in excellent condition. No leaks or rust no where on this car.
Head lights are replaced with 6k HID lighting. There is too much to list for the watt audio system
that works awesome and extremely loud and clear. Car still has the original which was rebuilt 2
years ago. Car has 15 thousand miles since motor was rebuilt. For exhaust I installed Flow
Masters that dumb down near rear differential which sound quiet but deep. Monte is equipped
with a Clifford G5 that includes a proximity sensor and blackjack. There is also a Steel Willy
steering lock on the column. Lets not forget the 24 inch staggered Forgiato three piece Aresto's.
Tires have about 3k miles driven on. This car has no rust. Very Solid car. Heater works good
blower and temperature control already installed. Excellent car that is complete all it needs is a
driver. Very dependable drives very fast with posi. Winning bidder is responsible for shipping
although I can arrange if needed. If you have less than 10 positive feed backs don't bid. Call or
email me at Elk Grove, CA. Miami, FL. Georgetown, TX. Fitzwilliam, NH. Collegedale, TN.
Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Chevrolet.
Model Monte Carlo. Car is unrestored and in near perfect original condition. Very rare black with
tan stripes and interior. Car is equipped with t-tops. Sorry for so few pictures but car is in winter
storage and I had these in my phone. Car runs and drives like new. Everything works including
air conditioning. I have the original window sticker and original bill of sale laminated. Also have
the original t-top bags. You will not be disappointed with anything about this car. Please call
Rich at with any questions. Thank you. Built Chevy Bored 30 Over less than 2k miles New 4
Barrel Carb Mild Cam Hooker Headers with Flowmaster Exhaust Fresh Rebuilt AutoMatic
Transmission New Wheels and Tires Power Steering Power Brakes White Exterior is in Excellent
Condition Interior is in Excellent Condition Personal Inspection Is Welcomed However, it is very
important to keep in mind that these vehicles are pre-owned, not brand new. After careful

reading of the entire description, rather than making a potentially incorrect assumption, if any
statement or comment is unclear, or if you have questions, please e-mail or call us prior to
bidding. Originality Disclaimer While we are happy to show our customers the casting numbers,
stamping on the motor and V. There is always the possibility of re-stamped motors , and as
technology advances there will be even more. Any representations made by us are "to the best
of knowledge. We CANNOT guarantee the originality of these vehicles , including but not limited
to : the engine , the transmission , "matching numbers" , color change , the frame , the
documentation , etc. The mileage is represented to be , "to the best of knowledge" , but not
guaranteed. Full payment must be received within 7 business days of the end of auction.
Payment must be either by cashiers-check, cash In-Person or certified funds. If funds are not
received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and will be made
available to other potential buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. Scott C's Guarantee We
have disclosed as much information as possible about this vehicle and aim to only carry quality
vehicles. However, we recommend that all buyers conduct an inspection either in person or
through a qualified professional third party inspector. Prior to delivery, if such inspection
reveals a substantial discrepancy between the information contained in the listing and the
actual vehicle, we will correct the problem at no charge or work out a compromise. Shipping We
value your business and want you to be completely satisfied with your Ebay buying experience,
from purchase to delivery. As a value added service we will assist with shipping arrangements
however, the buyer pays all shipping costs. We do not have any affiliation with, or interest in,
any transportation companies and all questions or concerns should be addressed directly with
them. Disclaimer All vehicles are sold As Is, with no warranties expressed or implied, by seller.
As with any used vehicle, minor signs of wear may become more obvious under close
inspection, such as small chips or nicks, light scratches or minor abrasions, wheel scuffs, and
other indications of normal wear and tear. We will not and cannot be held liable or responsible
for these issues. Non-paying bidders, unqualified bidding, bid shielding, auction interference or
any type of harassment, will be dealt with according to eBay Rules, local law, and may include,
but are not limited to, legal action and applicable fees, lose of deposit or any other necessary
costs. I love this car however the family is moving and we could use the money. Any reasonable
offer will not be refused. Well-kept located in southwest Fort Wayne. I have owned this car since
October Streetable and never driven in the winter. Engine and Tranny have 8, miles. Car sounds
awesome! I have been meticulous about the engine, tranny and rear diff. Very nice shape no
rust. Drives great. Runs great. Power Steering Power Brakes. Flow Master Exhaust. Nice Alpine
Radio. If your in a wheelchair I have hand controls for it. Up for sale, 2 owner car that has been
garage keeped all its life. This vehicle has never been driven in snow and is rust free. I
purchased this car from the original owner about two years ago. This car presents itself very
well for its age but is not perfect. If your looking for a show car, this is not it. I'm going to
describe this car as best as possible. First, the car does not retain its original paint. I was told
by the original owner when I purchased it. Gm dealer repainted the entire car under warranty.
Which was painted base coat clear. If anyone knows about paints, even factory paint back then
wasn't all that great anyway. If you want a show car then this car would need a new paint job.
That's my opinion, but like I say its shows very well. As you can tell, I'm not trying to make this
car out something that its not. You be the judge. Mechanically the car is like brand new and
needs nothing. Drives like new. It even still has the factory style tires on it. The other thing that
needs addressed, its needs the drivers side headrest repaired from the seatbelt rubbing on it.
Please view photo. And also needs a new headliner because its starting to fall down from heat,
as most of them do from heat and age. Other than that I have this priced very well for basically a
original and stock Monte. Any questions please ask. Thanks and happy bidding. This car has
been in the family since and has been garage kept or been in storage for most of it's life. It has a
newer paint job from , original interior and just about everything else has been replaced or
rebuilt. AC works. New interior, seat covers, carpet, headliner, upper door panels, and all door
seals. Body and paint are fair, driver quality. Has scratches, and door dings. Some paint on the
nose is chipped off where it meets the hood. Full set of Autometer gauges in the dash, all
work!!! I have the stock SS wheels restored that go with the car. Car put down hp to the wheels.
I have a dyno sheet, and lots of receipts. Please feel free to ask questions!!! Car is fast, handles
like a Camaro, and very comfortable!!! Only 2, original miles!! This is one nice car. Located in
Bowling Green, KY. Shows great! Power everything! Cash special. Power to spare! Very
powerful. Runs great and drives excellent. CD player Actual miles. Clean title. Hard-to-find
model! Custom wheels. Orginal paint and interior in mint condition. Upgraded to big block, 4
bolt main block. Champion 4 core radiator with dual fans. Car runs degrees in Florida. All
functional. This is a great cruise night car. Looks totally stock until you open the hood. This car
is very fun to drive. I am the second owner and have documentation on the miles. The car has

no rust anywhere and is very clean and orginal. I built the car to look like Chevy made the car
with the big block. If you want any more pictures or info call Howard Starting with the exterior
car was painted about a little over a year ago using nothing but House of Kolor candy brandy
wine. The Monte was stripped to bare metal which had no rust showing no where. Paint is
flawless and looks amazing in the sun. Interior is all original with no rips just normal wear from
sitting. Car has T-Tops which is in excellent condition. No leaks or rust no where on this car.
Head lights are replaced with 6k HID lighting. There is too much to list for the watt audio system
that works awesome and extremely loud and clear. Car still has the original which was rebuilt 2
years ago. Car has 15 thousand miles since motor was rebuilt. For exhaust I installed Flow
Masters that dumb down near rear differential which sound quiet but deep. Monte is equipped
with a Clifford G5 that includes a proximity sensor and blackjack. There is also a Steel Willy
steering lock on the column. Lets not forget the 24 inch staggered Forgiato three piece Aresto's.
Tires have about 3k miles driven on. This car has no rust. Very Solid car. Heater works good
blower and temperature control already installed. Excellent car that is complete all it needs is a
driver. Very dependable drives very fast with posi. Winning bidder is responsible for shipping
although I can arrange if needed. If you have less than 10 positive feed backs don't bid. Call or
email me at Green Bay, WI. North Kingstown, RI. Garden City, NY. Sacramento, CA. South
Milwaukee, WI. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars
for Sale Monte Carlo Ss. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. However, this failed to recognize that for most of Formula 1 history, the
cars bearing his name almost always had the most potent engines but were often soundly
beaten by vehicles with a better and more efficient aerodynamic package. Some weird and
wonderful creations found their way onto our streets so that they could be homologated for
competition use. This model is a spotless survivor, and the owner has decided that the time is
right to part with it. This was especially true on the superspeedway like Daytona and Talladega.
Instead, they converted a limited number of Monte Carlos into the Aerocoupe by extending and
sloping the rear glass and shortening the decklid. This change improved the air-flow as desired,
and Chevrolet was once again competitive. This SS is a spotless survivor and the photos that
the seller provides show a car with zero rust. The original Black paint shines beautifully, while
the trim and graphics look perfect. It would be interesting to see whether any of our wise and
knowledgeable readers can confirm the rarity for us. Beyond that, the exterior of the SS
presents in virtually as-new condition. This was a car that was all about the body, so what we
find under the hood is not that potent. The buyer will find themselves with a numbers-matching
ci V8, backed by a 4-speed THR automatic transmission. That is a long way short of muscle car
territory. However, once prepared for competition use, the made way for a ci engine, and the
Monte Carlo traded hp for hp. The new shape meant that at Daytona and Talladega, these beasts
regularly saw mph. The news with this Aerocoupe would all seem to be positive. The vehicle is
claimed to have a genuine 11, miles showing on the odometer, and the owner apparently holds
verifying evidence. It is completely unmolested and even rolls on its original tires. There is no
sign of wear, and all of the upholstered surfaces look perfect. The same is true of the trim,
plastic, and carpet. Chevrolet built 6, examples in the model year, but that still makes it a rare
classic. Values have remained flat over the past few years, but whether they will increase in
coming years is the million-dollar question. I wish that I knew the answer because I might be
tempted to buy it as an investment. As a straight classic buy today, the price is pretty close to
the mark when you consider mileage and condition. Wow, amazing how anemic these engines
are in factory spec. I think not having anything other than the L69 cid was their method of
madnessâ€¦keep the higher cube, higher horsepower engines for the Corvette and Camaro. I
bought one new just like this one. Still have the window sticker and documents. T-top car. Wish
I still had it. Have photos of it. Traded it off with 6, miles on it. Why trade with so few miles?
Would love to hear that story if it is a happy one, that is. I sold an 18, mile white one for a lot
less than that crazy asking price. The back glass looks way better with a tint looks like an
aquarium without and the factory stance needs to be dropped in the front. Since the car had
limited numbers it should have had the Grand National engine in it. Still a nice cruiser but not at
that price. It could have leaks galore once driven as seals have a tendency to dry out after such
prolonged storage. I could go on, but you catch my drift. Misleading fluff statements like that
serve no one well. One observation â€” this car is not equipped with limited slip. The first thing
the new owner will have to do is buy all new tires all the way around if those are actually the
original tires. If this sounds like experience talking â€” it is! They had 3. If you are going to be
so blatant with something illegal, why advertise it? That mindset is why we often so easily catch
petty criminals. The are social butterflies and want to brag about how cool they are. Nice car
and it appears to be cared for, but it is nothing more than Maybe a cool car for Cruise Nights. I
would enjoy hearing from someone Besides the seller who can explain what makes this car

worth half of the current asking price. Also never lost to these k-mart Quality vehicles. The
problem was when slowing after the quarter mile they would still be hammering the gas and
would produce the land-boat-butterfly-effect!! Adam, I like your stuff and contributions to this
site. So please forgive me for what I am going to say here. Been to Talladega and Daytona more
times than I can count in the last 35 yearsâ€¦Never has this car ever hit mph at either track. This
was done to slow them down, and keep everyone safer. In fact I am struggling to recall ANY car
that ever hit mph at either track, maybe the INDY cars got close when they tested, but never in
race trim. This is why if you go back and check both race and qualifying speeds, I believe that
mph is the track records in competition. Perhaps in testing these were close to mph, but I
believe Bill Elliott has the overall speed records at both tracks in the early s in a T Bird. Best
wishes to you and all here in â€¦Thanks! God bless. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email.
Roger Scherecongost. John S Dressler. Frank Sumatra. Danny Kelley. I always liked that year
body style, but that back glass really ruined its look for me. Doc Member. Indy cars do. Stalled
Project: Chevrolet Bel Air. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! We are thinking of you all
during this crisis. We remain open and shipping at this time. Call Toll Free The original mark of
quality restoration parts and accessories. Search By Vehicle - Select Make -. Products for your
Chevrolet Monte Carlo. Body Moldings Click here to view all items in Body Moldings. Body
Molding. Click here to view all items in Bumpers. Front Bumper Cover. Click here to view all
items in Cab Body Panels and Trim. Door Pillar Patch Rear. Roof Panel - Skin. Seat Divider
Panel Metal. Click here to view all items in Convertible. Top Weather Strip Kit. Convertible
Pinchweld Molding. Click here to view all items in Cooling System. Click here to view all items in
Cowl and Firewall. Door Pillar Patch Front. Firewall Seal - Plug. Firewall to Floor Brace. Kick
Panel Patch. Click here to view all items in Doors. Door Hinge. Door Hinge Pillar. Door Hinge
Repair Part. Door Jamb Vent Louver. Door Latch. Door Latch Release - Actuator. Door Shell.
Door Skin Outer. Door Skin Partial. Hinge Pocket - Door Bumpers. Inside Door Handle - Bezel.
Lower Outer Door Skin Patch. Outside Door Handle. Window Regulator Handle. Click here to
view all items in Engine Compartment. Battery Tray Clamp. Battery Tray Supports. Battery
Trays. Click here to view all items in Front Lamps. Fender Marker Lamp Assembly - Lens.
Headlamp Adjusting Screw. Headlamp Housing. Headlamp Retaining Ring. Turn or Park Lamp
Assembly. Click here to view all items in Front Sheetmetal and Trim. Fender and Components
Fenders All items. Fender Antenna. Front Fender Extension. Header Panel - Grille Panel. Hood
Adjustment Bumper. Hood Hinge. Hood Hinge Spring. Hood Insulator Pad. Hood Latch. Hood
Latch Support. Hood to Fender Bumper. Inner Fenders. Radiator Support. Sub Frame Repair
Parts. Click here to view all items in Hardware. Click here to view all items in Interior. Carpet Sill
Plate. Console Console Parts All items. Headliner Dome Lamp Part All items. Seats All items.
Click here to view all items in Lamps. Side Marker Reflector Kit. Click here to view all items in
Pickup Bed. Bed Floor Pickup. Quarter Patch Lower Rear Corner. Click here to view all items in
Rear Body Panels. Deck Filler Panel Tulip Panel. Door Lock Pillars. Door Striker. Factory Style
Quarter Panels. Pickup Bed Wheelhouse. Quarter Panel Patch Front Half. Quarter Panel Patch
Lower Front. Quarter Panel Patch Lower Rear. Quarter Panel Skins. Quarter Panel Wheel Arch
Patch. Rear Body - Tail Panel. Rear Body Panel Molding. Rear Inner Wheelhouse. Rear Outer
Wheelhouse. Trunk Weather Strip Gutter Set. Click here to view all items in Rockers and Floors.
Body Mount Kit. Cab Support Front. Floor Bracket. Floor Pan Drain Plug. Floor Pan Front Half
Long. Floor Pan Front Half Short. Floo
auto scut 24ro
pontiac v8 firing order
2002 harley davidson road king
r Pan Rear Half. Floor Pan Reinforcement. Floor Pans. Partial Outer Rocker Panel. Rocker Panel
Inner. Rocker Panel Outer. Rocker Panel Extension. Seat Platform. Under Rear Seat Floor Pan.
Click here to view all items in Trunk. Fuel Tank Braces. Fuel Tanks. Rear Cross Member. Rear
Frame Rail Support. Trunk Brace. Trunk Extension Drop Off. Trunk Floor. Trunk Floor Brace.
Trunk Floor Extended Side. Trunk Floor Side. Trunk Lid. Trunk Lid Bumper. Trunk Lid Hinges.
Trunk Lid Molding. Trunk Opening Lower Corner Trough. Click here to view all items in
Weatherstrips. Door Weather Strips. Hood to Cowl Seal. Pillar Post with Strip. Roof Rail with
Strip. Trunk Weather Strips. Vent Window Weather Strips. Window Channel with Strip. Click
here to view all items in Wheels and Accessories. Restoration Wheels. Click here to view all

items in Windshield and Roof. Rear Window Reveal Molding. Roof Panel Braces. Windshield
Gasket. You can also follow us on:. We Proudly Accept:. Copyright GoodmarkIndustries.

